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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a unified modeling framework for yield and reliability in micro-/nano-electronics manufacturing via spatiotemporal modeling of defects. The spatial modeling and temporal modeling of defects refer to modeling of the spatial distribution of defects in manufacturing processes and modeling of the growth of defects with time when devices are subject to stresses, respectively. The defect growth process is characterized by the random-effect degradation modeling method. The presented modeling framework will allow us to use abundantly available process control data to predict the device reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Yield and reliability have been recognized as two of the most critical factors to determine the success of micro-/nano-electronics manufacturing (Kuo, 2006). Yield is often defined as the ratio between the number of usable devices at the end of production processes and the number of potentially usable devices at the beginning of production (Kuo, Chien, & Kim, 1998). Reliability of a device is usually defined as the probability that a device will perform its intended function adequately under operating conditions for a specified time duration (Meeker & Escobar, 1998).

Yield and reliability are usually modeled and evaluated separately based on different source of information and data. Yield is generally estimated based on process control data such as measurements of manufacturing defects; while reliability prediction generally relies on fitting failure-time data obtained from (accelerated) life tests and/or field operations to some parametric failure-time distributions, such as Weibull, lognormal, and exponential. It is difficult to implement such an end-of-line reliability assessment approach at early stages of a product’s life cycle when the availability of reliability data is limited. Recognizing that defects, defined as variations in quality and generated during the manufacturing processes, are responsible for both yield losses and extrinsic reliability failures, there have been growing efforts in recent years to directly estimate the device reliability from the yield information without using time-consuming and costly reliability life tests (Kim, Kuo, & Luo, 2004). Section 2 will review the existing yield-reliability relation models and state their limitations.

This paper presents a yield-reliability relation modeling approach based on spatiotemporal modeling of defects. The spatial modeling and temporal modeling of defects refer to modeling of the spatial distribution of defects in manufacturing processes and modeling of the growth of defects with time when devices are subject to stresses, respectively. The defect growth process is characterized by the random-effect degradation modeling method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will discuss related literature and background. Section 3 will present the proposed yield-reliability relation modeling approach. Finally, Section 4 will conclude this paper and describe ongoing experimental and modeling research work.

2. RELATED LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND
The section reviews the related literature on yield models and yield-reliability relation models. Micro-/nano-electronic devices are highly vulnerable to defects generated in manufacturing processes. Defects can be categorized into yield defects (also called faults or fatal defects) and reliability defects. When a defect locates in a defect-sensitive area (called critical area), it is a yield defect and results in yield loss immediately. In contrast, a reliability defect does not cause immediate yield loss but may lead to early reliability failures during usage.
2.1. Yield Models

Yield is estimated and predicted by yield models. The Poisson and negative binomial yield models are the most frequently used models (Kuo et al., 1998). Let the random variable $Z$ denote the size of a randomly selected defect, $g(z)$ be the probability density function of the defect size $Z$, and $A(z)$ be the critical area of a defect of size $z$. Then the average critical area, denoted by $A$, is defined by

$$A = \int_{0}^{\infty} A(z)g(z)dz. \tag{1}$$

The Poisson yield model assumes that the distribution of defects is random and the occurrence of a defect at any location is independent of the occurrence of any other defects. Let $D$, the defect density, denote the average number of defects per unit area (Hansen & Thyregod, 1996). Then $\mu=BD$ is the average number of defects on a device, where $B$ is the total area on the device that a defect can fall. For a given $\mu$, the random number of defects on a device, $N$, follows the Poisson distribution. That is, the probability that a device contains $k$ defects is given by

$$Pr(N=k) = \frac{e^{-\mu} \mu^k}{k!}. \tag{2}$$

Let $\Phi$ represent the fault probability, i.e., the probability that a random defect is a yield defect. It can be shown that $\Phi = A / B$. Then the Poisson yield is defined as the probability that there is no yield defect on a device, which is given by (Kuo et al., 1998).

$$Y = e^{-\Phi BD} = e^{-\lambda D}. \tag{3}$$

If the defect density, $D$, is not a constant, instead is a random variable with a probability density function denoted by $f(D)$, then the yield is expressed by

$$Y = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda D} f(D)dD. \tag{4}$$

Different assumptions of the $f(D)$ function lead to different compound Poisson yield models. If the defect density follows the Gamma distribution, i.e.,

$$f(D) = \frac{D^{\alpha-1}e^{-D/\beta}}{\Gamma(\alpha)\beta^\alpha}, \tag{5}$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the shape parameter and scale parameter, respectively, then the number of defects on a device follows the negative binomial distribution and the negative binomial yield has the form of

$$Y = \left(1+\frac{AD}{\alpha}\right)^{-\alpha}. \tag{6}$$

where $D = E[D] = \alpha\beta$ is the average defect density, and $\alpha$ is often called the clustering factor.

Recently other yield models that consider the defect clustering effect on the yield have been proposed. Bae, Hwang, and Kuo (2007) proposed yield models using Poisson regression, zero-inflated Poisson regression, and negative binomial regression. They used the spatial locations of devices on a wafer as covariates for corresponding defect counts. Yuan, Ramadan, and Bae (2011) later extended that approach using a hierarchical Bayesian modeling framework.

The work by Bae et al. (2007) and Yuan et al. (2011) estimated the yield considering the spatial clustering of defect counts. Hwang, Kuo, and Ha (2011) proposed a different yield modeling approach by directly accounting for the spatial distribution and clustering of defects. The spatial distribution of defects on a wafer was modeled by a spatial nonhomogeneous Poisson process, whose intensity function varies by the spatial locations.

2.2. Yield-Reliability Relation Models

In assessing device reliability, engineers usually plan and conduct accelerated life tests to collect failure-time data, and then fit the failure-time data to some failure-time models. For example, the Weibull distribution and the lognormal distribution have been widely applied to model the dielectric breakdown and electromigration failure-time distributions, respectively. For each failure phenomenon, there are generally two failure modes – intrinsic mode and extrinsic mode. Intrinsic failures due to material wearout occur during the aging period of device life; and extrinsic failures are caused by the growth of manufacturing defects and occur during the early lifetime (Kim & Kuo, 1999). The early extrinsic failures are the key target for reliability improvement and design-for-reliability activities (Xuan, Singh, & Chatterjee, 2006).

Because yield and extrinsic reliability are both determined by the manufacturing defects, there have been attempts in recent years to estimate device reliability directly from yield without using the time-consuming reliability life tests. Huston and Clarke (1992) presented a yield-reliability relation by

$$R = Y A_1 / A_2,$$

where $R$ is the Poisson probability of no reliability defects, $Y$ denotes the Poisson probability of no yield defects, and $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the reliability critical areas and the yield critical areas, respectively. Another yield-relation model has the form of $R = (Y / \delta)^{D_1 / D_2}$, (Kuper, van der Pol, Ooms, Johnson, Wijburg, Koster, & Johnston, 1996), where $\delta$ is a parameter for clustering effects and edge exclusions, and $D_1$ and $D_2$ are the yield defect density and the reliability defect density, respectively. These two yield-reliability relation models, however, ignore the time-dependence of reliability.

Kim and Kuo (1994) and Kim et al. (2004) proposed a time-dependent yield-reliability relation model of the form

$$R(t) = Y^{\gamma(t)},$$

where $\gamma(t)$ is the ratio of the probability that a defect is not a yield defect but causes device failure by time $t$ to the probability that a defect is a yield defect. Kim and Kuo
(1994) and Kim et al. (2004) applied this model to the dielectric reliability and the defect growth was described by the “effective thinning” mechanism (Moazzami & Hu, 1990).

Hwang (2004) built an extrinsic reliability model based on the yield model developed by Hwang et al. (2011) considering the defect growth. All those defect-growth reliability models assumed that the defect growth is constant without considering the defect-to-defect variation.

### 3. Proposed Yield-Reliability Relation Models

Consider a device with zero yield defect and $k$ reliability defects, which are observed at the end of the manufacturing processes. The extrinsic failure of this device under a constant set of operating and environmental conditions is effectively due to the growth of the manufacturing defects. The extrinsic failure of this device under a constant set of operating and environmental conditions is effectively due to the growth of the manufacturing defects. For the $i$th reliability defect, let $x_i$ and $z_i^0$ denote its location and its size at time 0 (i.e., at the end of the manufacturing processes). At time $t$, the defect grows to size $z_i^t$ according to some physics-based random defect-growth mechanism. Then the probability that the $i$th reliability defect does not cause the device to fail by time $t$ is given by

$$R_i(t) = Pr(T_i > t) = Pr[x_i \notin A(z_i^t)],$$

where $R(t)$ is the reliability function and $T_i$ is the time-to-failure caused by the $i$th reliability defects.

The random defect growth is described by a random-effect degradation model, namely

$$z_i^t = \eta(t; z_i^0, \beta),$$

where the random degradation-coefficient vector $\beta$ is assumed to follow a multivariate distribution $f(\beta|\theta)$ with a parameter vector $\theta$ to account for the defect-to-defect variation. Then $R(t)$ given by Eq. (7) can be evaluated by

$$R_i(t) = \int_{\beta} Pr[x_i \notin A(\eta(t; z_i^0, \beta))] f(\beta|\theta) d\beta.$$  

(9)

The failure-time distribution of the device with $k$ reliability defects is predicted as

$$R(t) = Pr[\min(T_1, T_2, ..., T_k) > t] = \prod_{i=1}^{k} R_i(t),$$

if the $k$ reliability defects on the device grow and cause the device failure independently.

### 3.1. Poisson yield and reliability models

The Poisson yield model given by Eq. (3) can be extended to build a reliability prediction model. The number of defects (both yield and reliability defects) on a device follow the Poisson distribution with mean $\mu = BD$. The fault probability at time zero is given by

$$\Phi^0 = \left[ \int_0^\infty A(z^0) g(z^0) dz^0 \right] / B,$$

(11)

and the Poisson yield is the probability that no defects cause device failure at time zero,

$$Y = \sum_{k=0}^\infty (1 - \Phi^0)^k P(N = k)$$

$$= \sum_{k=0}^\infty (1 - \Phi^0)^k e^{-\mu} \mu^k / k! = e^{-\Phi^0 BD}.$$  

(12)

Based on this yield model, the extrinsic reliability at time $t$ may be defined as the probability that no defects cause device failure by time $t$,

$$R_E(t) = \sum_{k=0}^\infty (1 - \Phi^t)^k P(N = k),$$

(13)

where the fault probability at time $t$ is given by

$$\Phi^t = \left[ \int_0^\infty \int_{\beta} A(\eta(t; z^0, \beta)) f(\beta|\theta) g(z^0) d\beta dz^0 \right] / B.$$  

(14)

The yield and reliability are predicted based on the same information related to the defects distribution in the manufacturing processes. The yield is the reliability at time zero, i.e., $R_E(0) = Y$. Moreover, $R_E(\infty) = e^{-\mu} = P(N = 0)$ because devices without defects do not have the defect-growth caused extrinsic failure mode.

Therefore, to be consistent with traditional definition of reliability, the extrinsic reliability needs to be defined as the probability that no defects cause device failure by time $t$ conditioning on that no defects have caused failure at time 0 for devices with non-zero defects.

$$R_E(t) = \frac{1}{1 - Pr(N = 0)} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{1 - \Phi^t}{1 - \Phi^0} \right)^k P(N = k).$$  

(15)

It can be shown that $R_E(0) = 1$ and $R_E(\infty) = 1$ for the reliability function given by Eq. (15).

### 3.2. Negative Binomial Yield and Reliability Models

Similarly, the negative binomial yield model given by Eq. (6) can be extended to build a negative binomial reliability model. The probability $P(N=k)$ in Eq. (15) needs to be changed from the Poisson probability mass function to the negative binomial probability mass function

$$Pr(N = k) = \frac{\Gamma(\alpha + k) \Gamma(k+1)}{\Gamma(\alpha) \Gamma(k+1)} \left( 1 + \frac{BD}{\alpha} \right) -\alpha \left( \frac{BD}{\alpha + BD} \right)^k,$$

(16)

for $k=0,1,2,....$

### 4. Conclusion and Ongoing Work

This paper presented a unified framework for modeling the yield and reliability of micro-/nano-electronic devices via the random-effect modeling of the defect-growth process. The models link the defect data collected in process control to reliability prediction. By integrating the yield and reliability modeling in a unified framework, the reliability can be predicted without time-consuming reliability life tests, which is valuable because of the scarcity of reliability data.
the ever-decreasing time-to-market of electronic device, and the urgent need to assess product reliability and life-cycle cost at early stages of produce life cycle.

Ongoing research focuses on the following two directions. First, accelerated degradation testing and analysis are being conducted to derive and validate the physics-based random-effect degradation model given by Eq. (8). Electromigration for ultra-narrow copper interconnects is employed as a testbed for the proposed methodology. Second, reliability models are being constructed for other yield models developed by Bae et al. (2007), Yuan et al. (2011), and Hwang et al. (2011).
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